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WELCOME TO VCE STUDIES AT NQT EDUCATION.
Let us tell you a little about our classes and
what you can do to maximise your learning with us.

NQT Education currently oﬀers classes in the following VCE subjects:
- VCE English for years 11 & 12
- VCE Mathematical Methods for years 11 & 12

NQT Education’s VCE curriculum follows closely in line with the Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority (VCAA’s) Study Designs so that what you are learning topics in line with what you are
studying at school. However, given that each school is diﬀerent and it is likely you may be covering
Areas of Study diﬀerent to that of your peers, the material covered in NQT classes may be pre-taught
or revisional in nature.
The work is divided into weeks and each cover sheet outlines clearly the Area of Study you will be
undertaking as well as the key Outcomes for the diﬀerent Areas of Study. It is important that you
stick to the allocated weeks in this book and you are encouraged to complete all activities for homework if unable to complete all tasks in lesson.

VCE English at NQT Education

It is highly likely that your classmates are studying diﬀerent text(s) from you. It is also likely your
tutor may not be necessarily familiar with the texts you are studying. HOWEVER, the focus of VCE
English classes at NQT is about gaining essential skills that will help you prepare for your SACs,
assessment tasks and / or exam(s).
At NQT Education, we understand that in order to achieve your very best at VCE English, you will
need to develop and hone your writing and analytical skills and with the help of our worksheets and
your tutor’s expertise, you should be able to achieve your very best. Ensure that you bring in any
relevant work, texts, notes, assessment tasks, draft SACs, sample exams, etc. to supplement your
studies. You are also strongly encouraged to bring in any drafts or writing tasks for your tutor to look
over as they will also be able to provide invaluable advice and feedback.

VCE Mathematical Methods at NQT

It is essential that you bring in your CAS calculator each week as well as your notebook as there will
be substantial workings out that will need to be completed in addition to the work within this book.
Each week, there is clearly explained theory, deﬁnitions of key terms as well as worked examples.
This is then followed up by series of activities that progress in diﬃculty to allow you ample practice
in new topics and concepts. Again, your tutor is there to help should y0u also require assistance with
your own VCE Mathematical Methods coursework.
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Exam overview continued

How to tackle Text Response section of the English exam
Looking over at the requirements of the English exam
VCAA Examiners’ Reports: Text Response
Sample text responses from past VCAA English exam
Text response practice exam tasks
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[VCE English Unit 4 Week 28: Text Response and important exam revision]

Text response: a sample essay & ideas for your exam
In last week’s, you commenced your exam revision with NQT and we started with the Section C of
the exam: Using Language to Persuade. It is hoped that you were able to complete the task under
timed conditions or better yet, produced a draft(s) for your tutor to look over. There are a final four
weeks with NQT before your English end-of-year exam in which we will be completing more exam
revision tasks. We will also look at a past Examiners’ Assessment Report that outlines feedback and
how this advice can help in your exam preparation. We will also provide some useful English exam tips
to best prepare you for the exam!

How to plan your Text Response in the English exam

STAGE 1: Analyse the topic or question

(a) Define key words and phrases
Read the question carefully and underline key (significant) words and phrases and
key concepts; these are the issues in the topic/question you need to address.
Don’t jump too quickly into your first impulse; consider how the question might
be interpreted. Briefly list the significance of these key words and/or concepts,
showing their relevance to the text.
(b) Topic Focus
 In your own words rewrite the topic to show how well you have interpreted
it. This will help you with your main arguments.
(c) Key questions
 From your topic/question analysis, list key questions you need to address and focus on to answer the question.
 Briefly answer each of your questions. The questions, plus the answers, give you the material for your essay.
 Decide on appropriate and relevant evidence and quotations from the text that can support the issues in the
topic/question.
 Use your key questions to formulate your main arguments.

STAGE 2: Plan the Essay

Outline, in point form, the main ideas for each paragraph. This means your introduction, main body
and conclusion.
 begin each paragraph with a topic sentence (main argument)
 followed by a series of supporting arguments
 include key quotations that support your arguments where applicable

Strategies for writing the essay: the essay plan

Paragraph one — INTRODUCTION
A well-written introduction is the generator of a successful essay. It should deal closely with the issues in the
topic that your essay will concentrate on. The opening paragraph must provide a clear and definite response to the
topic.
 An efficient introduction should:
 clarify and define key terms and phrases by discussing the main issues that will be tackled.
 articulate your main argument in a confident and assured manner - show a strong sense of authorial control.
Do not:
 simply repeat the topic in your opening sentence.
 simply agree or disagree.
 disregard the topic altogether and rewrite a pre-planned essay that is largely irrelevant to the topic.
 begin your introduction with: “In my opinion this statement is true…”, “I agree with the above statement”, or “In
this essay I will talk about …”, and other such like expressions. Such phrasing is both unnecessary and begins the
essay on a bad note.
A well-considered and thoughtful introduction should contain at least four to five key ideas that can be developed
into substantial and intelligent paragraphs in their own right. Also, intelligent discussions explore the topic in depth. In
other words, they do not reduce the statement or question to an either, or, scenario. Both sides will be developed,
explored and discussed in some depth.
For each paragraph, your main body should consist of a key idea (topic sentence) that directly relates to the question:
2
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Paragraph two — MAIN BODY
 Develop and expand upon your first key idea. It is often possible to take one key word or phrase in the introduction
and make it the focus for the whole paragraph.
 Outline your first key idea and engage with the text by using useful quotes and references. Above all, sustain the
connection with the topic and do not deviate from it!
 Ensure that your concluding sentence leads onto your next paragraph; this gives your essay “coherency”.
Paragraph three
 Develop and expand upon your second key idea. How does it relate to your first? How does it relate to the topic?
 Again, back your ideas up by using specific incidents or quotes from the text. Don’t forget to link your concluding
sentence with the next paragraph.
Paragraph four
 Let us assume that you have three key ideas, therefore this is the last paragraph that makes up the main body of your
essay.
 Develop and expand your idea, link it with your two others and return to the topic. By slowly returning to the topic at
the end of the paragraph, this will provide you with a fluent and cohesive link to your concluding remarks.
Paragraph five — CONCLUSION
 The final paragraph should tie up your ideas and return quite clearly to the initial topic. Do not just summarise your
views here.
 A good strategy is to provide a clear, logical and thorough response to the topic by re-expressing it to suit the way
you have developed your argument. Such a strategy assumes that you have clarified, defined and substantiated the
issues involved thoroughly in the main body of the essay.
 Never introduce new ideas that have not been developed earlier in the last paragraph. Finally, remember to finish
confidently and assertively!
 Avoid concluding your essay with: “In conclusion…”, or “to sum up…”. This is very clumsy formulation and ends the
essay on a bad note.

More handy tips when writing your Text Response in the exam
When writing an analytical or expository essay on a text (e.g. novels, plays, poetry and film) you are aiming
to show that you:







can analyse and understand the topic;
can answer the question, i.e. discuss the topic;
do know the plot and characters;
do know the themes, messages, issues well;
understand the topic in relation to the text, the characters, themes;
can draw upon appropriate evidence from the text and use brief quotations which can support your argument.

Throughout your essay you are showing that you can:




write a sustained interpretation (an argument that develops);
develop a point of view (has something to say about the text);
support that view through close textual references and analysis (quotes and examples from the text are included to prove points you re
making).

Your essay should show that you have developed a clear understanding of:












3

tag
planning and structuring an essay;
how to incorporate quotations into you essay; how to modify quotations;
writing strong introductions that engage with the topic;
using topic sentences that relate to the topic;
explaining and justifying each argument;
using specific evidence and explaining (qualifying) the evidence;
linking evidence to the topic and to the next paragraph;
reaching strong and firm conclusions;
developing vocabulary (metalanguage) with which to discuss the text;
planning by composing at least five main arguments relevant to the topic that will serve as the topic sentences for each paragraph of the
essay.
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English Written Examination: What you need to know
Tutors: You should read through these important exam conditions with your students so they
have a thorough understanding on what to expect.

English Exam
Exam value

50% of the total English study score.
The exam is worth a total of 60 marks.
NOTE: Allocate your writing time EQUALLY to each section – one
hour in total for each section

Duration

Reading time: 15 minutes
Writing time: 3 hours

Exam books



Section A: Text response

Section B: Writing in Context
This will include:
 A prompt/stimulus material

Section C: Analysis of language use
This will include:






The task
Background
An article (or two or more short pieces)
and visual feature/s
The visual feature will not necessarily be
part of the written text but it will be on the
same issue.

Dictionaries

4

There will be one book for all of the exam topics and task
material.
 There will be three separate answer booklets.
 Make sure you write each response in the correct answer
booklet.
Write on one of your set texts. There will be two topics for each
text. You must choose one, either i. or ii.
The text response is worth 20 marks, one third of your total exam
marks.
Time allocation – 60 minutes
 5 minute to plan
 50 minutes to write
 5 minutes to revise and edit
Read the prompt and task carefully.
Write on the prompt/stimulus material given for your Context. You
must refer to at least ONE selected text.
The text response is worth 20 marks, one third of your total exam
marks.
Time allocation – 60 minutes
 5 minute to plan
 50 minutes to write
 5 minutes to revise and edit
You are to respond to the one task given.
Analysis of language use task is worth 20 marks, or one third of
your total exam marks.
Time allocation – 60 minutes
 5 minute to plan
 50 minutes to write
 5 minutes to revise and edit

You can take in an English and/or a bilingual dictionary.
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Examination assessment criteria for Section A (Reading & Responding)
The examination will address all the criteria. All student responses will be examined against each criterion.
The extent to which the response is characterised by:
 You are required to show that you have a very detailed knowledge of
 detailed knowledge and
the text.
understanding of the selected
text, demonstrated
 You must answer the question relevance to the topic is very important.
appropriately in response to
Support your answer with selected examples and short quotes.
the topic
 Your response will need to be well-organised, written fluently and
 development in the writing of
expressively for an adult audience
a coherent interpretation or
 Do not bombard the examiner with too many quotes. Quotes should
discussion in response to the
illustrate an argument or idea rather than act as a substitute for it!
task
 Re-narrate the story. Examiners know the plot and who the characters
 controlled use of expressive
are! They are interested in your ideas and views
and effective language
 Simply rewrite an essay that is not relevant to the topic.
appropriate to the task
 Deviate from the topic!

Practice Exam Text Response (Source: VCAA VCE English website - past exams)
For this writing task, you will need to decide what is the most appropriate amount of time you spend (of your three hour
exam writing time) dedicated to your text response. No recommended word count is given but your essay must be thorough
and coherently written.

Section A – Text response (Reading and responding)




detailed knowledge and understanding of the selected text, demonstrated appropriately in response to the topic
development in the writing of a coherent interpretation or discussion in response to the task
controlled use of expressive and effective language appropriate to the task

Instructions for Section A







Section A requires students to complete one analytical/expository piece of writing in response to one topic (either i. or
ii.) on one selected text.
In your response you must develop a sustained discussion of one selected text from the Text list below.
Your response must be supported by close reference to and analysis of the selected text.
For collections of poetry or short stories, you may choose to write on several poems or short stories, or on one or two in
very close detail, depending on what you think is appropriate.
Section A is worth one-third of the total assessment for the examination.
If you write on a film text in Section A, you must not write on a film text in Section B.

Area of Study 1: Text List 1
Novels
Atwood, Margaret, Cat’s Eye
Bronte, Emily, Wuthering Heights
Dickens, Charles, A Christmas Carol
Hamid, Mohsin, The Reluctant Fundamentalist
Malouf, David, Ransom (A)
Matar, Hisham, In The Country of Men
Tóibín, Colm, Brooklyn
Winton, Tim, Cloudstreet (A)

Short stories
Carver, Raymond, Will You Please Be Quiet, Please?
Ngozi Adichie, Chimamanda, The Thing Around Your Neck

5

Poetry/Songs
Harwood, Gwen, Selected Poems (A)
Owen, Wilfred, The War Poems (ed. Jon Stallworthy)

Film texts
Perkins, Rachel (dir), Mabo (A)
Mankiewicz, Joseph (dir), All About Eve

Other
Spiegelman, Art, The Complete Maus

Non-fiction texts
Funder, Anna, Stasiland (A)
Wolff, Tobias, This Boy’s Life

Plays
Davis, Jack, No Sugar (A)
Rose, Reginald, Twelve Angry Men
Shakespeare, William, Henry IV Part I
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Exam Text List:
Twenty essay questions start on the following page
1. A Christmas Carol by Charles Dickens
i. ‘Despite his mean and miserable ways, we never completely dislike Scrooge.’
Discuss.
OR
ii. ‘Generosity is not just about the giving of money.’
How is this idea explored in A Christmas Carol?
10. All About Eve by Joseph Mankiewicz (dir)
i. Discuss the ways in which Addison “owns” Eve.
OR
ii. Who does Phoebe remind the audience of, and does Eve recognise this?
11. Matar, Hisham, In the Country of Men
i. Suleiman’s mother refers to the day she married Suleiman’s father as a “black day”.
Discuss the reasons why you think she made this statement.
OR
ii. Throughout the novel, Suleiman is constantly revealing his thoughts on what
a hero is and what a man is. Discuss some of these descriptions.
12. Carver, Raymond, Will You Please Be Quiet, Please?
i. Examine the way in which Raymond Carver depicts powerlessness. Focus on two of his short stories.
OR
ii. ‘There is a prevailing sadness at the core of Raymond Carver’s short stories.’ Do you agree? Your answer
should refer to four stories, examining two of them in depth.
13. Ransom by David Malouf
i. ‘Ransom demonstrates that it is a man’s actions that define him.’
Discuss.
OR
ii. ‘Despite the violence in Ransom, the reader is left with a sense of optimism.’
Discuss.
14. The Old Man Who Read Love Stories by Tim Winton
i. ‘How does Tim Winton show that it is ourselves that remain the biggest barrier to happiness?
OR
ii. After the accident in which he almost drowns, Fish Lamb starts hearing a voice. He also has conversations
with the Lamb’s pet pig, and he sees ghostly shadows on the wall of the library. These occurrences are
open to interpretation. What do you think they signify, concerning the mysteries of life?
15. The Reluctant Fundamentalist by Mohsin Hamid
i. ‘Changez is gradually revealed as an unreliable narrator.’
Discuss.
OR
ii. Why does Changez feel out of place in both America and Pakistan?
16. The War Poems by Wilfred Owen
i. ‘Owen’s poems reveal tenderness and compassion towards those whose lives have been destroyed
by the war.’
Discuss.
OR
ii. ‘The poems condemn those who encourage young men to go to war.’
Discuss.
6
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17. No Sugar by Jack Davis
i. No Sugar challenges the prejudiced, negative stereotypes of Aborigines operating in a mainstream
Australian society. Despite the Mullimurras’ problems, they survive as a family with resourcefulness and
dignity. Discuss this statement in relation to your reading of the play.
OR
ii. Plays can influence our view of life as they often challenge our values, encouraging us to respond to a
particular issue. To what extent do you agree?
18. Twelve Angry Men by Reginald Rose
i. ‘Twelve Angry Men highlights the importance of seeing things from more than one perspective.’
Discuss.
OR
ii. ‘Twelve Angry Men is a play about how power can be misused.’
Discuss.
19. Tóibín, Colm, Brooklyn
i. Something happens to Rose that, in retrospect, makes you reexamine the reasons she might have urged
Eilis to move to America.
Discuss.
OR
ii. Does Eilis’s notion of her duty to family evolve from the beginning of the novel—when she leaves
Enniscorthy—to the end, when she returns to Tony in America?
2. A Farewell to Arms by Ernest Hemingway
i. To what extent is Frederic changed by his relationships in A Farewell to Arms?

OR
ii. ‘In Hemingway’s novel, there is no farewell to arms.’
Do you agree?
20. The Thing Around Your Neck by Ngozi Adichie, Chimamanda
i. How do differences in class, education, religion, and ethnicity come into play, both in America and in
Nigeria?
OR
ii. Discuss the importance of food in these stories. What does it signify?
3. Weathering Heights by Emily Bronte
i. ‘It is not only love that determines the behaviour of characters in this novel.’
Discuss.
OR
ii. ‘Heathcliff’s obsession makes a monster of him.’
Discuss.
4. The Complete Maus by Art Spiegelman
i. To what degree was Vladek’s survival based on luck, and to what degree was his survival based on his
considerable resourcefulness?
OR
ii. To what extent are Vladek’s aggravating personality traits a product of his experiences during the
Holocaust?
5. Cat’s Eye by Margaret Atwood
i. ‘Elaine’s painting is both a form of therapy and a means of revenge.’
Discuss.
OR
ii. To what extent have cruelty and kindness shaped the relationships in Cat’s Eye?

7
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6. Selected Poems by Gwen Hardwood
i. Such of the appeal of Harwood’s work lies in the distinctive qualities of each poem and the ways they lend
themselves to different readings to imply different values, according to individual responses.
OR
ii. Timeless texts are valued at different times in different contexts. How have you valued the poems of
Gwen Harwood? Focus on 2 different readings of at least 2 poems, substantiated by critics’ responses that
either support or challenge your personal ideas.
7. Mabo by Rachel Perkins (dir)
i. “Racism is not the only thing the Eddie Mabo faces in Mabo”. Discuss.
OR
ii. To what extent does Eddie act out of pride?
8. Funder, Anna, Stasiland
i. ‘The love stories in Stasiland are incredibly sad. But they show that there are other aspects of humanity that
are enduring other than brutality.’
Discuss.
OR
ii. ‘There’s great beauty in the image of people dancing on the wall but there’s something terrible about it,
too.’
Discuss.
9. Henry IV, Part I by William Shakespeare
i. “Thou art not what thou seemest.”
‘Playing a part is the only way to gain power in Henry IV, Part I.’
Discuss.
OR
ii. ‘Shakespeare’s Henry IV, Part I explores what it means to be an honest and honourable man.’
Discuss.

General comments from past VCAA Assessors’ Report
These are comments from examiners based on what students wrote in the exam in 2013. They include tips on what you
can do to gain high marks and what to avoid. Referring to these notes is very useful in giving you an edge on what you can
do in your own exam! Tutors should read through this section CAREFULLY with their students and is
continued on the next page.

What examiners saw in the Text Response portion of the exam:
“Students should be taught to look critically at the wording of the topic and to consider what assumptions are being made
within the topic. Too many students want to respond to their own question rather than grappling with the ideas of the set
topic.”
“The less successful responses dealt with the topic superficially, lacked precision and resorted to retelling the plot or
describing characters.”
“Too often students took a key point from the topic and produced an essay which lacked discussion of a significant idea that
had a major bearing on the topic itself.”
“Most students again demonstrated an understanding of writing a text essay. Clear introductions, appropriate paragraphing
and the ability to embed quotations appropriately were a feature of most pieces. These basic skills must be continually
reinforced, including building more sophisticated vocabulary, continuing to improve grammar, and an increased focus on
sentence structure.”

8
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Tips on how to approach your Text Response (more on the next page):








“Students should be encouraged to have confidence in their own reading and demonstrate a personal understanding of their text
rather than relying exclusively on commercially produced material. All texts are complex and offer much opportunity for
exploration. There is no ‘expected’ response to a topic and the most successful pieces were those that were thoughtful and
fresh.”
“Assessors do not have to agree with the interpretation of a topic or text but students must be able to support their
interpretations with insightful supporting evidence from the text. If students have an excellent knowledge of their text and a
grasp of the topic, then they should be confident when constructing their essays and presenting their ideas.”
“Students should be taught to look critically at the wording of the topic and to consider what assumptions are being made
within the topic.”
“Students should have the confidence to challenge the position of the topic instead of simply accepting or disregarding it.
Students would benefit from more practice analysing and distinguishing different topics and approaches to topics.”
“Students must ensure that they explore all elements presented in the topic. Too often students took a key point from the topic
and produced an essay which lacked discussion of a significant idea that had a major bearing on the topic itself.”
“Students are reminded that where quotations are incorporated into the topic, they must consider how the quotation adds to the
dynamic of the topic and need to recognise the importance of the quotation in relation to the topic.”

Here are samples of mid-range and high-range real life exam responses from 2013 and comments from the VCAA examiners:
Tutors should read through these sample essays and discuss with you what tips students can take away from these essays
and apply to your exam. The following essays also give you an idea on how much you should be aiming to write in the
allocated time and how a student is able to develop an argument and incorporate examples and quotes.
(Please note that all spelling errors contained in the essay(s) are replicated exactly as written by the students).

The following student example is a upper-range response.

Text name: Wuthering Heights, Emily Bronte

‘Heathcliff’s obsession makes a monster of him.’ Discuss.
Emily Bronte’s Wuthering Heights presents a world of polarizing characters subject to the forces of social class and a passionate
love that transcends the world in which they exist. Heathcliff’s actions and motivations in the morally ambiguous world
constructed by Bronte portrays him not as a monster, but as a Byronic hero whose tyrannical actions are seen as the result of an allconsuming love that has been bastardized by the influence of the social mechanisms of his day. Thus Heathcliff’s status as an
outsider and his love of Catherine empower him to commit such horrendous actions, though he finally achieves peace in his end.
This is indicative of his status of a Byronic hero, a concept that the people of Bronte’s day would have known and understood, as
his dark, unbridled passion punctuates his every action.
Upon his arrival at the weather-beaten purgatory that is Wuthering Heights, Heathcliff is immediately seen as an outsider. That the
name ‘Heathcliff’ serves as both his Christian and surname divorces him from the typical traditions of the time, whilst the lack of a
surname removes the societal power or status that comes with an established name, such as Linton or Earnshaw. Similarly, that his
arrival, immediately labelled a ‘gypsy brat’ and ‘villain’, also characterized by the destruction of beauty through the fiddle brought
back by Mr Earnshaw, serves as a device that foreshadows Heathcliff’s dark, malevolent nature. Ironically, it is the subsequent
removal from the normalized society that foster the transcendent bond between Heathcliff and the youthful Catherine. The bond
they develop is all-conquering, not characterized by lust but the consummation of one whole, evident as Catherine states ‘I am
Heathcliff.’ However, this bond is also a metaphysical one, as Catherine warns that anyone who comes between them shall ‘befall
the fate of Milo,’ demonstrating a fierce, emotive connection characterized by dependence and devotion between the two young
deviants.
Catherine’s transformation upon returning from Thrushcross Grange is seen as the catalyst for Heathcliff’s vengeful temperament.
Having departed a ‘wicked slip’ who was ‘never so happy as when we all were scolding her at once’, this rebellious nature which
bred the bond with Heathcliff was irreparably damaged due to the influence of social class. Transformed by the ‘splendid place’
that is ‘carpeted with crimson,’ the allure of wealth, social status and shallow beauty catalysed by the Grange is only further
perpetuated by the influence of Frances, who comes from a similar world. This leads to Catherine’s assertion that it would ‘degrade
[her] to marry Heathcliff’ despite the love they share. That Catherine states that she loves ‘The ground under [Edgar’s] feet, and the
air above his head, and everything he touches, and every word he says’ is further proof of Catherine’s disillusionment, as she never
directly states she loves Edgar. This is indicative of Bronte’s criticism of the influence of social class, her belief that it is a negative
influence that promotes a false loves powered by shallow values of wealth and status. That these influences are the catalyst for
Heathcliff’s defection from the Heights is indicative of his motivation, which inevitably becomes his obsession; to seek vengeance
on that which took Catherine from him; social class and those who perpetuated its influence.

9
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Heathcliff’s transformation upon returning to the wider realm of the Heights and the Grange is a fleeting example of the obsession
that powers him. No longer a ‘gypsy brat’ but a ‘tall, athletic, well-formed man,’ Heathcliff has, at least on the surface, obtained a
similar social standing to those who oppressed him. Similarly, the ‘gibberish’ with which he previously expressed himself is
replaced with a powerful, poetic, latinate lexicon characterized by phrases such as how the world had become a ‘dreadful collection
of memoranda’ about Catherine. However, as Catherine claims that, through death she will become ‘incomparably above and
beyond you all’ is implicit of a force within Catherine, and, subsequently Heathcliff, transcendent of the realm in which she once
existed. This is a love of Heathcliff, and without her, it consumes him. Absorbed by a ‘monomania on his departed idol’ Heathcliff
resumes the systematic torture and oppression of those within this reach.
Hareton’s claim that Heathcliff ‘pays dad back what he gives to me’ demonstrates that Heathcliff is punishing and degenerating
Hindley. Symptomatic of this, Hindley’s alcoholism and resultant abuse of Hareton, such that Hareton labels him ‘devil daddy’
mirrors Hindley’s lowering of Heathcliff to servant status and subsequent abuse. Continuing this mirroring, Heathcliff assures that
Wuthering Heights becomes to young Cathy what the entrapment of Thrushcross Grange was to Catherine; a literal hell on Earth
with no chance of escape. Furthermore, Edgar’s disowning of Isabella perpetuates his own internal destruction, yet Isabella’s claim
that ‘I do hate [Heathcliff]’ shows Heathcliff’s remarkable achievement of destroying these two symbols of social class that
alienated him from Catherine. Therefore Heathcliff is seen to have undergone an overwhelming transformation which allows him
to exact terrible revenge, all inspired by is love of Catherine.
In the concluding moments of the novel, Heathcliff is seen, not as remorseful, but resigning to a fate that awaits him. The two
principle motivations, love and vengeance, begin to shift, as Heathcliff’s love consumes his existence. Declaring that ‘it is a long
fight, I wish it were over’ demonstrates Heathcliff’s desire to welcome the afterlife. Contrasting typical religious views, as Nelly
criticizes Heathcliff for having ‘hardly had a bible in [his] hands since the age of 13’ and the resulting declaration that he is ‘unfit
for heaven’ is demonstrative of the wider societal beliefs that would see Heathcliff as a monster and thus condemn him to Hell.
However Bronte’s morally ambiguous universe presents their love as a force that transcends these boundaries, and therefore
Heathcliff is right in asserting ‘I have nearly achieved my heaven.’ Drifting, willingly into the world of chaos with Catherine, it is
here that Bronte simultaneously condemns Calvinisitic religious principles and heralds Heathcliff not as any type of monster, but as
a Byronic Hero capable of rising above the world that oppressed him.
Therefore, Emily Bronte’s Wuthering Heights presents a world where the traditional societal conventions condemn Heathcliff and
would thus label him a monster. However, in Bronte’s perspective, Heathcliff’s passionate vengeance is indicative of a love that
transcends his plane of existence, and therefore he is in no way a monster.

As a class, discuss: what do you think of this essay and what grade do you think it would have received?
Read through the assessors’ comments on the following page for some real life feedback on the essay above. There will also be an
example of a high-level response taken from a real student in the 2010 exam.
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Assessor comments (from essay on the previous page)






Deals with the topic in a controlled and well-developed manner.
Demonstrates a close and perceptive reading of the text and applies that understanding
to the topic.
Use of the text is broad and extensive, including appropriate and effective use of
quotations.
It could be more selective in drawing from the text to support the topic.
Fluent and well written, although it is not without faults.

The following is an example of a high-scoring response.

Text name: A Farewell to Arms, Ernest Hemingway

To what extent is love an escape from the horrors of war in A Farewell to Arms?
In Ernest Hemingway’s novel A Farewell To Arms, the love between his two protagonists Catherine Barkley and Frederic Henry
begins as merely a shallow distraction and escape from the horrors of war, yet develops into mutual and devoted dependence,
which is much more than a simple avoidance of the chaos and distraction around them. Love is shown to provide meaning in a
hollow and empty world where nothing else inspires devotion, yet like all things in life – good, bad, innocent or deserving – love
cannot last. The death of Catherine Barkley which occurs independently from the random destruction of war proves to Henry that
war is only an extension of a cruel world, which refuses to preserve or protect anything in life, including true love.
Catherine and Henry’s relationship, in its early stages, may be considered as only a shallow diversion and quick escape
from the horrors of war. Indeed Henry reflects that ‘By God, I did not want to fall in love with her. I didn’t want to fall in love with
anyone’. Both Catherine and Henry initially consider their affair as ‘a game, like bridge in which you said things instead of playing
cards’. However, it is in the hospital in Milan where the couple truly fall in love. In falling for Henry, Catherine may be seen to
sacrifice her identity to Henry, telling him that, ‘There isn’t any me anymore, only you’. However, by marking Catherine’s changes
and progressions throughout the novel, we learn that she is not a submissive, subservient character, and it is in fact through her
purposeful and meaningful devotion to Henry that her anti-heroism comes to life. Self-denial becomes self-transcendence as the
love they have willed becomes authentic. Their initially escape from the war into each other, treated merely as a ‘game’, develops
into mutual devotion and refuge from the dour, dark and difficult struggle of war around them. Love provides purpose and meaning
for the lovers, rendering the senseless misery and death of war to appear utterly ‘vain’.
Indeed, the considerable value of love renders the couple utterly disillusioned with the events and progress of the war, as
their love becomes all-consuming. The ‘gratuitous’ deaths of Aymo and Passini, the disastrous wet, muddy and demoralizing
Italian retreat from Caporetto and the arbitrary killings perpetrated by the carabinieri involve the intense horror and destruction of
war which prompts Henry to ‘make a separate peace’ in his desertion. ‘Anger washed away in the river along with any obligation.
It was through … it was not my show anymore’. Henry’s desertion from the war illustrates the powerful pre-eminence of love to
war.
‘Abstract words like honour, glory and hallow appeared empty beside the concrete names of the villages,’ as war has lost
every contrived ressemblance to meaning. Catherine has in fact taught Henry to be braver than a soldier and more devoted than a
priest in the service of romantic love. Love is proven to be much more than a mere escape from the horrors of war, but a
phenomenon of far greater value and worth. Love indeed provides an alternative to war, yet the dependence and seclusion
Catherine and Henry find in the other, far exceeds any contrived meaning in the empty cause of war.
When having truly escaped the destruction and misery of war, in the secluded, snowy mountains of Switzerland,
Catherine and Henry experience temporary euphoria in their love together, triumphing over their former lonliness. They achieve
ordered meaning in their lives, contrasting to the random chaos in war. They envisage a happy future together in which their lives
will be ‘fine, grand’ and ‘lovey’. The symbolism associated with the snow in the mountains illustrates the couple’s sense of
seclusion and happiness, by contrasting with the wet and muddy plain where the fighting occurs, and through its association with
the Priest’s homeland in the Abruzzi, where the snow was ‘cool and hard and dry’. They come to distinguish between ‘us, and in
the world there’s the rest of them’, revealing how the passionate romance between Catherine and Henry has progressed to be so
much more than just an escape from the war – they are the meaning to each others lives, as Catherine replaces Henry’s previous
perception of bravery as military virtue, with love.
In many of Hemingway’s novels, when the heroes or heroines have found what makes their lives most meaningful, or
worthwhile, the ‘dirty trick’ is that the dualities of life or death intervenes and takes it way. Henry reflects after the death of his
baby, ‘I wished the hell I’d been broken like that’. He ruminates bitterly, ‘They threw you in and told you the rules, and first time
they caught you off base they killed you. Or they killed you gratuitously like Aymo. Or gave you the syphilis like Rinaldi. But they
killed you in the end. You could count on that. Stick around and they’d kill you. Hemingway does not present the death of
Catherine as an isolated act of an otherwise benevolent providence. The ‘dirty trick’ suggests a malevolent providence that waits
until life is most valued before taking it away. When Catherine meets her end she is not broken by death despite feeling to the
contrary. She recognises the ‘dirty trick’, and winks at the joke. She gains victory and immortality through bravery and stoicism,
11
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telling Henry ‘Don’t worry darling, I’m not a bit afraid. He exemplifies Hemingways own definition of bravery, which is ‘grace
under pressure’. In the face of a hostile world, the only answer is a refusal to give in and to accept fate bravely. Catherine carries
this message, resenting death, but not cowardly before it. It is all part of ‘the rotten game of life’, applying to both love and a
retrospective irony in light of the ending. Catherine shows a lust for life and a cheerful disregard for doom. She is an image of
Hemingway’s perfect woman: wise and cynical in many ways, someone whose wisdom cannot contain her desire. Her death
illustrates that ‘the world kills the very good and very gentle and very brave impartially’, completely independent from war.
Catherine teaches Henry the power and the value of love, and her death teaches them both of its limits. However, the valuable
knowledge of Catherine’s bravery in the face of death is the primary example of courage Henry remembers by the time he relates
his wartime experiences, proving that the value of the love between them had far exceeded any mere distraction from the war that it
initially was used as.
In the central antithesis between life, love and home (the mountain) and war and death, Catherine has a very significant
part to play. It is indeed required of her that she become, as novel moves on to its denouement, more of an abstraction of love than
a portrait of an actual woman in love and pain. For when Henry ‘closes the door of the hospital’ in order to be alone with his dead
wife, he learns at once, as if by fact, the finality and totality of his loss. It is the loss of a life, and love and a home. ‘Saying
goodbye’ is like ‘saying goodbye to a statue, before Henry tragically ‘walks back to the hotel in the rain’, validating Catherine’s
fear of rain associated with her death, previously expressed. The utter tragedy of the novel’s final events prove the extent to which
love has far exceeded being only an escape from the war, becoming instead, a ‘home’ for Henry and denoting all meaning to his
life.
A Farewell To Arms, both anti-war novel and romantic drama, portrays the development of the passionate relationship
between Catherine and Henry, which primarily began as a way for each of them to personally escape from the war. However,
‘love’ in the context of the entire novel, is demonstrated to be so much more than a simple distraction as it completely consumes
the couple with the war seeming ‘as far away as the football game of someone else’s college’. Yet the death of Catherine illustrates
the impermanence of all things, and that death – the basis of all life – is inevitable. The bravery of Catherine in the face of death
replaces Henry’s initial perception of courage as military accolade. The only kind of immortality that one can achieve is proven to
be gained not true love but courage. It is certainly a poor substitute for victory over death gained through everlasting love or life,
yet it is the only kind of immortality or religion a Hemingway hero can know, with the understanding of love’s perpetual
preeminence over war.
Word count: 1435

Assessor comments
 Sophisticated in both the ideas presented and the language used to present those ideas.
 Understands and deals with the implications of the topic.
 Thorough use of the text to support the ideas – shows both breadth and depth.
 The piece is well developed and organised, and fluently written.
 This student is likely to have achieved an A to A+ for this text response.

Having read through BOTH exam text responses as a class, discuss the following questions with your
tutor (Your tutor will be able to give you tips and draw upon their own exam experiences):
1. Why do you think the student who wrote the essay for about “A Farewell to
Arms” was able to write so much more than the first student who wrote
about “Cosi”? (Remember: you are given roughly an hour to write your text
response).
2. In the assessors’ comments about the first essay on “Cosi”, he/she wrote that
the student’s essay dealt “in a sometimes superficial way with its main
concerns”. What does this mean? How can superficial analysis be avoided?
3. It is evident that errors in spelling in the first essay impacted on the student’s
final grade. What could have been done to fix this?
4. What elements of the second essay make it particularly strong? (Refer to the general assessors’ comments on
page 9 for some guidance).
5. What can you learn from these two sample essays about what YOU can do in your text response writing in the
exam?
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Practice exam planning and text response writing
You are encouraged to complete two tasks before next week to show your tutor for feedback. What you
need to do is:
(a) Select TWO of the texts you have studied this year
(b) Choose ONE of them and PLAN this essay (choose one of the real life 2010 VCAA English exam questions on
pages 6-8 of this worksheet).
(c) Choose ANOTHER studied text, PLAN and then WRITE this essay. For best practice, completing the
PLANNING, WRITING and PROOFREADING/CHECKING OVER in an hour (to replicate exam conditions).
(d) Once completed, present to your tutor who will assess according to the exam criteria below:
If you run out of room here, continue in your notebooks.

Section A – Text response (Reading and responding)




detailed knowledge and understanding of the selected text, demonstrated appropriately in response to the topic
development in the writing of a coherent interpretation or discussion in response to the task
controlled use of expressive and effective language appropriate to the task

Task (1): Planning exam text response
Text name:
Question:

Planning space:

13
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Task (2): Planning and writing exam text response
Text name:
Question:

Planning space:

Text response writing space:

14
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Exam revision: Writing in Context
Last week, we looked over how to tackle the text response in the English exam. We
also looked closely at sample text responses from students written under exam
conditions. We also read through some of the comments made in the VCAA 2010
Examiners’ Report that outlined some of the things examiners noticed in students’ text
responses in 2010 and the advice they have passed on to future students. You should
read over last week’s notes again for your own reference. It is also hoped you may
have completed draft text responses to show your teacher or tutor. In today’s lesson,
we will focus on the Section B: Writing in Context portion of the exam.

BE AWARE: Examiners acknowledge his portion of the essay is the MOST difficult
of the exam so you will need to revise thoroughly and practice writing!

Essential information about Section B: Writing in Context

In this section of the exam, you will be required to select the Context that you have
studied at school for the “Creating and presenting” Outcome. You are required to respond to unseen stimulus
material or prompt and as the basis for our piece of writing, you must draw directly from the ideas, issues and /or
arguments contained in the List 2 text(s) that you studied for this Outcome.

About the ‘prompt’
The prompt is a statement that is relevant to the Context. The idea is to use the prompt as a basis of your writing
piece that also clearly links the ideas and themes from your studied text(s). Here are some examples of prompts:
Context 1: The Imaginative Landscape
“The landscape has the power to shape people’s lives.”
“Where we live is who we are.”
Context 2: Whose Reality?
“It is possible to see the same event from a number of different angles.”
“The truth is sometimes difficult to discover.”
Context 3: Encountering Conflict
“All conflicts have lasting effects on those involved.”
“The reasons for conflict never justify the results.”
Context 4: Exploring issues of identity and belonging
“It is sometimes not easy to be an individual.”
“To belong to a group is not necessarily to identify with it.”

Types of writing styles you need to choose from
You can write in an expository, persuasive or imaginative style. You will have practised these styles of writing
throughout the year. You should be familiar with the requirements specified for each of these writing forms.

EXPOSITORY RESPONSES
Expository responses have the purpose of explaining and informing the reader.
You will be reflecting on the prompt statement and exploring its implications.
Your piece will most probably be in the form of an essay, but the specified
purpose and audience might allow for other appropriate forms, such as a series of
journal or blogs, the text of an interview, or a newspaper or magazine article.

2
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PERSUASIVE RESPONSES
Persuasive responses have the express purpose of persuading. You will put forward a point of view in response to
the prompt statement and provide arguments to support your contention. Your piece will most probably be in the
form of an essay but the specified purpose and audience might allow for other appropriate forms, such as an opinion
piece for a newspaper or magazine, a letter to the editor, the text of a dialogue, or the text of a debate or a speech.

IMAGINATIVE RESPONSES
Imaginative responses usually have the purpose of entertaining the reader to eliciting some emotional response
from the reader. Your piece could be in a particular genre: crime, mystery, horror, romance, humour or sciencefiction, for example. It could be a poem or collection of poetry, a short play, a script for film or TV, a monologue,
dialogue or interview script.
Be careful with imaginative responses in the exam when you don’t have a lot of time to plan or draft. Make sure the
connection between your response and the prompt is clear and relevant and that the way you have used the
nominated List 2 text is obvious to the examiner.

USING THE SET TEXT(S)

The exam stipulates that you ‘draw directly’ from the idea and /or argument in the text(s) you have studied for this
Context. This could mean a number of things, such as:
 Using a similar structure
 Using the same narrative voice
 Employing a similar style
 Using a motif from the text
 Writing about similar themes
 Drawing directly or indirectly from the characters
 Using the setting or an aspect of the setting in your piece
 Directly referring to the ideas in the text(s) in your
discussion, through quotes and examples

Examination assessment criteria for Section B (Writing in Context)
The examination will address all the criteria. All student responses will be examined against each criterion.
The extent to which the response is characterised by:
You draw on ideas and/or arguments from your Context that are relevant to
 understanding and effective
exploration of the ideas and/or the prompt and show that you can examine and discuss them effectively.
arguments relevant to the
You choose ideas from your selected text that will support your answer.
prompt/stimulus material
You write an expository, persuasive or imaginative piece.
 effective use of detail and
ideas drawn from the selected
You demonstrate that you know:
text as appropriate to the task
 who you are writing for (audience) by selecting language suitable for
 development in the writing of a
that audience and form
coherent and effective
 why you are writing your purpose; this may be to persuade or to cause
structure in response to the
your reader to reflect upon an issue
task, showing an understanding  how to select a form that suits the kind of writing you have chosen if
of the relationship between
required (essay expository; opinion piece persuasive; monologue
purpose, form, language and
imaginative, etc.)
audience
You will need to write a well-structured piece that presents your ideas
 controlled use of language
clearly and in a logical way.
appropriate to the purpose,
form and audience
Your writing should be fluent and polished.
Remember your Writing in Context piece is NOT a text response so do
not write it in this way.

3
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English Written Examination: What you need to know
Tutors: You should read through these important exam conditions with your students so they
have a thorough understanding on what to expect.

English Exam
Exam value

50% of the total English study score.
The exam is worth a total of 60 marks.
NOTE: Allocate your writing time EQUALLY to each section – one hour in total
for each section

Duration

Reading time: 15 minutes
Writing time: 3 hours

Exam books

 There will be one book for all of the exam topics and task material.
 There will be three separate answer booklets.
 Make sure you write each response in the correct answer booklet.
Write on one of your set texts. There will be two topics for each text. You must
choose one, either i. or ii.
The text response is worth 20 marks, one third of your total exam marks.
Time allocation – 60 minutes
 5 minute to plan
 50 minutes to write
 5 minutes to revise and edit

Section A: Text response

Section B: Writing in
Context
This will include:
 A prompt/stimulus material

Section C: Analysis of
language use
This will include:






The task
Background
An article (or two or more
short pieces) and visual
feature/s
The visual feature will not
necessarily be part of the
written text but it will be on
the same issue.

Dictionaries

4

Read the prompt and task carefully.
Write on the prompt/stimulus material given for your Context. You must refer to
at least ONE selected text.
The text response is worth 20 marks, one third of your total exam marks.
Time allocation – 60 minutes
 5 minute to plan
 50 minutes to write
 5 minutes to revise and edit
You are to respond to the one task given.
Analysis of language use task is worth 20 marks, or one third of your total exam
marks.
Time allocation – 60 minutes
 5 minute to plan
 50 minutes to write
 5 minutes to revise and edit

You can take in an English and/or a bilingual dictionary.
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Practice Exam Writing in Context (Creating & Presenting)
(Source: VCAA VCE 2013 English examination)

For this writing task, you will need to decide what is the most appropriate amount of time you spend (of your
three hour exam writing time) dedicated to your text response. No recommended word count is given but your
essay must be thorough and coherently written.

Instructions for Section B
Section B requires students to complete an extended written response.
In your writing, you must draw on ideas suggested by one of the following four Contexts.
Your writing must draw directly from at least one selected text that you have studied for this Context and be based on the
ideas in the prompt.
Your response may be an expository, persuasive or imaginative piece of writing.
If you write on a selected film text in Section A, you must not write on a selected film text in Section B.
Section B is worth one-third of the total assessment for the examination.

Exam Text List:
Essay questions start on the following page (over two pages):

Area of Study 2: Text List 2

Encountering conflict

*This list applies to 2014 only

The imaginative landscape
Kinsella, John, Peripheral Light – Selected and New Poems (A)
Munro, Alice, The View from Castle Rock
Perkins, Rachel (dir), One Night the Moon (A)
Thornell, Kristel, Night Street (A)

Whose reality?
Frayn, Michael, Spies
Leunig, Michael, The Lot: In words (A)
Levinson, Barry (dir), Wag the Dog
Miller, Arthur, Death of a Salesman

Beresford, Bruce (dir), Paradise Road (A)
Brecht, Bertolt, Life of Galileo
Greene, Graham, The Quiet American
Stack, Megan, Every Man in this Village is a Liar

Exploring issues of identity and belonging
Fabian, Anthony (dir), Skin
Lawler, Ray, Summer of the Seventeenth Doll (A)
McCullers, Carson, The Member of the Wedding
Miller, Patti, The Mind of a Thief (A)

Context 1 – The imaginative landscape
Prompt

‘Our surroundings can be both threatening and comforting.’
Task
Complete an extended written response in expository, persuasive or imaginative style. Your writing must
draw from at least one selected text for this Context and explore the idea that ‘our surroundings can be
both threatening and comforting’.
OR
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Context 2 – Whose reality?
Prompt

‘Losing touch with reality is often dangerous.’
Task
Complete an extended written response in expository, persuasive or imaginative style. Your writing must
draw from at least one selected text for this Context and explore the idea that ‘losing touch with reality is
often dangerous’.

OR

Context 3 – Encountering conflict
Prompt

‘Conflict of conscience can be just as difficult as conflict between people.’
Task
Complete an extended written response in expository, persuasive or imaginative style. Your writing must
draw from at least one selected text for this Context and explore the idea that ‘conflict of conscience can be
just as difficult as conflict between people’.

OR

Context 4 – Exploring issues of identity and belonging
Prompt

‘Sometimes we need to accept change in order to grow.’
Task
Complete an extended written response in expository, persuasive or imaginative style. Your writing must draw from at
least one selected text for this Context and explore the idea that ‘sometimes we need to accept change in order to
grow’.

6
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General comments from past VCAA Assessors’ Report
These are comments from examiners based on what students wrote in the exam in 2010. They include tips on what you
can do to gain high marks and what to avoid. Referring to these notes is very useful in giving you an edge on what you can
do in your own exam! Tutors should read through this section CAREFULLY with their students and is
continued on the next page.
Some critical advice from the examiners about how to approach the
Writing in Context portion of the exam:
 Formulaic approaches were limiting.
 Memorised responses failed to address the prompt(s).
 Use texts as vehicles, not as the centre of the task.
 Avoid retelling the plot.
 Work on the transference of ideas that are offered by the texts.
 Teach/learn a variety of forms of writing.
 Incorporate texts in ways appropriate to the form.
 Practise writing in a range of approaches, styles and forms.
 Ensure there is adequate practice and strategies for exploring the prompt.
 Develop more sophisticated imaginative pieces.
 Develop pieces which are well crafted.
 Teach/learn the use of text(s) to explain complexity, not as simple illustration.



What examiners saw in the Writing in Context portion of the exam:

Point 1: Examiners didn’t always see enough discussion of the prompt given
“Students who wrote excellent responses were obviously thinking about responding to the prompt as written. They used their
understanding of the text(s) and concepts from their Context study to inform the ideas they explored within their writing.”
“The less successful responses did not think critically about the idea that the prompt was communicating or ignored the prompt
altogether. The more successful responses got to the core of the prompt instead of treating it like a text response.”
“Students need to be reminded that there is an important distinction between the Context they have studied and the task they are
required to complete in the exam – that is, to explore the idea that is represented in the prompt.”
“Students should not come to the examination with pre-prepared responses relating to the concepts/issues central to their
Context study and ignore the idea the prompt is communicating. While the prompt is seen as a springboard for effective writing, the
ideas of the prompts must be explored. It is important that students have an exact understanding of the core of the prompt.”
“Weaker responses tended to be either too broad or neglected discussion of the prompt, or consisted of pre-prepared responses
Point 2: Examiners didn’t always
see
link between
the writing and the studied text
that did
notenough
respond toof
theaprompt
directly at all.”

“It is expected that the study of the texts forms the basis of a detailed exploration of the Context. While many classrooms
supplement the study with a variety of other material, and this is a rich way to develop an exploration of the central ideas in the
Context, the more specific aspects of the study of Context comes from the selected texts.”
“Students must ensure that the connection between the piece of writing and the nominated text is discernible and central in the ideas
of their pieces.”
“The most successful responses drew thoughtfully from the text; however, the least successful only used a scene or a feature of
character in a superficial way or retold the plot of the text. This approach was not always relevant to the prompt.”
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Point 3: Examiners would like to see reference to BOTH your studied texts in your writing
“The most successful responses drew thoughtfully from the text; however, the least successful only used a scene or a feature of
character in a superficial way or retold the plot of the text.”
“There can be no definitive advice on the success of relying on a single text or employing both (or more). Some students used the
two texts expertly to demonstrate exceptions and qualifications, while others did little more than use the second text to add yet
more of the same examples.”
“Students who used more than one source to illustrate their ideas often produced pieces with a strong sense of unity and purpose.
This cohesiveness was contrasted by pieces where one idea followed the next as students went through their list of examples.”
“Students who understood and could convey sophisticated ideas from their texts were the most successful, regardless of the
approach to writing selected.”

Point 4: Examiners want to see the fundamentals of good writing!
“Students and teachers must not disregard the fundamentals of good writing, including audience, purpose, form and voice.
These are set out in the assessment criteria and the fundamentals of good writing should be embedded in the writing itself.
“Students are reminded that some forms of writing are difficult to complete under examination conditions and students should take
this into account when creating their responses.”

Here are samples of mid-range and high-range ‘real life’ exam responses from 2010
and comments from the VCAA examiners:
The following are samples or real life essays that were written for Section B: Writing in Context by year 12 students
in the English exam in 2010. As a class – with the guidance of your tutor – you should read carefully through these
essays as they are written in the three different text types required by the exam: imaginative, expository and persuasive.
You will see how the following essays vary in their quality from mid-range to upper-range. You should read through
these carefully as part of your exam preparation as they will give you great ideas about how to approach your writing
in the exam.
(Please note that all spelling errors contained in the essay(s) are replicated exactly as written by the students).
SAMPLE 1: The following student
example is a mid-range response.
Text type: EXPOSITORY

Context 1 – The imaginative landscape

‘The inner landscape and its relationship to the outer world is
significant in people’s lives.’
The inner world and it’s connection to the outer world is significant in all areas of life as the relationship between
them is strongly connected. As Chris Womersley once said ‘our world lives in us as much as we live in it’ meaning that the
imaginative landscape and physical are connected as one that influence each other. The way that we see and view things in
our minds has an impact on how we see the outside world.
The physical settings are viewed based on each individuals inner setting. The physical landscape is viewed based on
experiences and views that an individual has, which helps create each individuals’ unique lens. In the words of Richard
Wagner ‘imagination creates reality’, suggesting that the inner landscape impacts on and creates the physical settings for
each unique person.
The physical and imaginative landscape hold a strong relationship and have an affect on each other. In Robert
Frost’s poem ‘The Road Not Taken’ he uses the decision of which road to turn down to discuss the parallel choices between
the metaphorical setting and the concrete setting. The line ‘two roads diverged in a yellow wood’ contains the physical
element that the roads are splitting from one path into two, creating a fork in the road and creating the suggestion of picking
one to go down; however the metaphorical meaning is suggesting picking a journey that must be taken by making a decision,
and choosing one thing over another. In Jessica Anderson’s ‘Tirra Lirra by the River’ the idea that Nova’s inner conscience
affects the concrete setting that she is in. She uses the phrase ‘My Sydney’ to describe her home in Sydney and how she feel
at home in the physical landscape in the heart of Sydney, but also in the metaphorical sense that influences how she views
her geographical setting: she feels free. The physical landscape is affected by the imaginative landscape as it helps in
creating the concrete setting.

8
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The inner landscape has a strong, influencing and ever-changing connection to the outer world. In Australian writer
John Marden’s ‘The tomorrow Series’ the idea of imaginative landscapes affecting geographical setting is explored. The
main character, Ellie, finds the same yet somehow changed landscape after she learns that her family have been taken
prisoners and her country is at war. While her physical landscape remains the same, the way that she feels about it has
changed; thus changing the physical setting of it uniquely to her. In Frances Hodges Burnett’s novel ‘The Little Princess’,
Sara Crewe finds that she can change the way she views her landscape just by using her imagination. Her dream of having
her dusty attic room turn into a luxurious attic room comes true for her in the physical setting as a result of her ‘believing’.
The geographical world is impacted by the metaphorical landscape.
The imaginative landscape has a big impact on the physical setting. In Ayodha, India, the current conflict occuring
between the Muslims and Hindus is an example of how spiritual and geographical landscapes are connected. While both
groups desire the concrete connection to the land they each also have a metaphorical connection to it, which is what the
dispute is mainly surrounding. The metaphorical and geographical settings have a strong relationship which is very
connected and influential on one another.
Word count: 554





Assessor comments (about the essay above)

Slightly clumsy in its formulation.
Focus for expository piece is sustained
Mostly understands the essence of the prompt and the Context, although ‘… is significant in
people’s lives’ is largely ignored.
 More textual detail is required.
 This is slightly better than a mid-range script.
This student was likely to have received a mark between a C+ and B for this text
response.
SAMPLE 2: The following student
example is an upper-range response.
Text type: IMAGINATIVE

Context 2 – Whose Reality?
‘Sometimes people find themselves living in a world created
by other people.’

It’s different sunlight – one which imparts justice upon the world – that enters courtrooms, and it’s cutting through
the crumpling shadow of a man that is Eric Edgar Cooke. Ironically, it is almost an injustice that he is to commit the single
murder alone - it is well known and widely accepted that he is responsible for six of Perth’s murders over the past four years,
possibly more. His gutless, bloody killings have shattered this city’s innocence and culture. Our windows and doors are now
locked, where as once we had the freedom of openness. Salty ocean mist would find no barrier to exploring the corners of
our homes. No longer. The foul actions of one man have eaten away at our freedom. Our world has been forever changed.
Everyone in the room is staring at him – at us. The accusing stares of the prosecution, the witnesses, the victims’
families not only center on him, but they also sear into me as if I, in some way am responsible for his gruesome crimes – the
crimes which have destroyed the Perth which they once knew. I feel guilty. I am guarding a murderer – one who has
butchered their family and friends. One who doesn’t deserve the privilege of someone protecting them.
It is blight on the legal system that we must sit here and watch him have his moment in the sun, for he has forever
shaded ours. No more do we sleep on our verandas; the cool, even rushing of the waves filling our ears has been replaced
with gunfire and sirens. There is no need to put the families of the victims through this ordeal – the man is a murderer and
should be committed, and then be convicted of murder, that much is certain. The voices of the prosecution and magistrate are
dreary and drawn out.
Surely everyone must know that there is only one possible outcome to this farce. Even he seems to know it. He
revels in it – he is cruel smile unfading as he surveys the photographs of his bloodied victims – the means by which he has
taken our innocent, beachside world and crafted it into one of misery and despair. It is incomprehensible to me as to how one
so devoid of good is formed. His murders have challenged my faith, and though no one wishes to comment on such religious
issues at present, a communal rethink of our beliefs is sure to follow in the aftermath of this man’s murderous rampage. The
man is evil, something I knew not to be possible on Earth. He must have nothing to lose, I doubt he would even be married,
even if he wasn’t so malformed in body. Out of the corner of my eye I can see his twisted mouth jittering as he laughs at the
photographs of his bloodied victims. His lack of remorse is chilling, and his amusement at his handiwork and subsequent
state of affairs is not secret to onlookers; their gaze forming into a glare of disgust. It is unsettling, I feel uncomfortable being
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in the same room as him, let alone sharing the individual attention which he is paid. I’m desperate for the magistrate’s final
worlds – the inevitable committal.
It’s a different sunlight that enters courtrooms. Police, lawyers, the Press, they’re all streaked by it. It’s the sunlight
of acknowledgement. I can feel its brilliant, luminous rays through this heavy, blue suit I inherited when my father died. I
remember him wearing it home one night. In his drunken rage he straps my mother with the buckle end of this very belt and
locks her outside for the night. I protest, only to have this dull, blue tie pulled around my neck and tightened – he’s banging
my head against the wall – it’s still wrapped tight when I wake up. Yes – this suit has been party to monstrous acts. Perhaps
it’s only apt that I’m wearing it. I am a monster.
Splashed with sunlight, they’re all watching me now. I’m not a ‘misfit’ anymore, the world accepts me now, I’m
number one. Finally I’m being recognised – after all, I have changed their lives. They all thought that they were superior to
me – they thought the world was theirs – but the tides have turned, they’re not so high and mighty anymore. They know I’ve
seen them in their cars, through their windows, on their verandas – they know the power I’ve held. ‘Birdmouth,’ they’d
never call me that anymore, particularly not those posh girls from Dalkeith, they’re all too scared. I’m too good for those
girls anyway. They laugh at me, but I’m too smooth for them. Too clever. Their arrogance faded as soon as they stopped
building those huge windows in houses, and when padlocks began appearing on doors. But that couldn’t stop me. I still
remember the exact house plans from the newspapers – my memory is exceptional.
I see fear and uncertainty in their eyes, their attention is unwavering. I hope this is drawn out for as long as possible.
They only have themselves to blame. They cast me from their world, their society. It’s not their world now though. I am in
control, and they fear me because of this. Even my guard is nervous of me. I find it very amusing – I’m beginning to laugh.
Everyone is watching me now…everyone except that young journalist at the Press table. What is he doing? Why don’t I have
his interest too? Hah – he’s fainted, no wonder he’s not paying attention to me. I recognise him, its Drewe’s boy – Robert – I
haven’t seen him in years.
Nice kid, always trying to impress me. I remember he was pumping up his bike tires on the way to North Cottersloe
Beach in a pink business shirt. If only everyone knew how good my memory is. ‘Scarborough Beach’s the best’ I told him. I
was one of the best open water swimmers at the club, plenty of practise on the way home from the embassy of course. The
water was my world. I had conquered it, I could hide from the harsh words of the Nedlands girls in it, but there is no need to
hide now.
He’s come around, about time too – he must have been out for at least 10 minutes. He’s the same as I remember: He
still wants to impress someone; he’s still trying to become a man. He wants to be what I am – recognised. He wants bigger,
better things; the world at his fingertips. He’s staring at me through the sunlight now. I see more fascination than fear or
uncertainty in his eyes. I like him.
I think I’ll wink at him. I wonder if he recognises me. How about that –
He does.
Word count: 1122

Assessor comments (about the essay above)

 Engaging and interesting piece of writing.
 Deals well with both the Context and the prompt.
 The use of text shows detailed reading and insight in relation to the Context.
 Expressive and well written, but not without its flaws.
 Nice use of metaphor in the writing.
 This is an upper-range piece.
This student was likely to have received a mark between an A and A+ for this text
response.
SAMPLE 3: The following student
Context 3 – Encountering conflict
example is an upper-range response. ‘It is difficult to remain a bystander in any situation of conflict.’
Text type: EXPOSITORY
Conflict itself derives from our individual differences and it is for that fact that it is an inevitable part of our
existence. Conflict has a way of drawing people into it, expecially when the ones you love are involved. For many the
opinion of being a bystander in a situation of conflict is a good thing, a way of not getting involved. Though depending on
the situation some find it hard to stand back especially if their beliefs, family or way of life is being hindered.
If we look at the colonialisation of Australia by the Europeans in 1788 we can see some of the true effects conflict
can have on the way in which we behave when confronted with it. Much of the conflict in Australia at the time of
colonialisation had to do with racial factors or land. A doctrine called Terra Nullius claimed that Australia was ‘free land’ no
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country or state held soveriegnty on it. SO when the Europeans native aboriginal who studies have shown had lived there for
up to 50,000 years. The aboriginals believe the land was theirs though so did the european settlers. This spark violent and
racial conflict of the likes of which we can still see today.
Due to the lack of communication between aboriginals at the time violence seemed to be the only answer. It became
hard for people on both sides to stand back from the conflict since everyone around them wanted soloutions that would help
them. In Psychology there has been much study into how the effects of groups can effect the way in which individuals act.
Extensive studies into this showed quite interesting results. People would more openly act violently if they were in a group
due to the fact the consequence are shared amoung members. These studies also found people feel more comfortable when
they belong to a group or social click. We can apply both these examples to the vicious conflict that was present in Australia
due to being socially isolated from many groups in their colony. When people in the colony became part of these violent
groups they loose sight of what they believe is right and wrong because they are no longer an individual they are part of
something bigger.
A perfect Example of this is in Kate Grenvilles Novel ‘The Secret River’. William Thornhill finally gets hi piece of
land at Thornhills point thought can’t shake the guilt he feels for being part of the massacre. He can’t enjoy what he has
gained because he is now burdened with the extinction of the aborignals would leave him so unsatisfied. When he was part
of the group he had one motive though when it was all over he finally realised the true extent of his actions.
In many conflicts people cannot stand by because the injustice is to great to ignore. If we look at the southern states
of the U.S. in the 60s we can see the racism that was present in it’s time. A facist group called the Klu Klux Clan were
prominent in society and the jim crow laws that demanded segregation of the black and white people. For years members of
the group Deacons for Defense and justice stood by as their people were brutally beaten and intimidated just for the colour of
their skin. The Deacons for Defense and Justice were an African American group in the 60’s who armed themselves to fight
back against their oppressors for their Civil right and liberties. They could no longer stand back and watch their families
being beaten, raped and intimidated. They wanted equal right and oppertunities, they believed they cold no longer stand back
from the physical violence bestowed upon them.
Like the Racial conflict in the Secret river with Blackwood, Thornhill and Smasher. Blackwood and Smasher had
very differently contrasting views on the aboriginals, where as Thornhill was caught in the middle. Thornhill would seem to
want to understand the aboriginals but eventually fought in the masacre. Smasher was always the extremist who would
always handle his dealings with the aboriginals in repulsive and vicious ways until it all came to a head at Thornhills Point
and the aboriginals fought back for their land.
Griffin Mill through his behaviour portrays the way in which the human mind, just as Hollywood is capable,
constructs a version of reality thoroughly detached from the truth, from that which is objective. Mill ‘constructs’ David
Kahane to be his stalker a fallacy which Mill was adiment to be truthful. This false belief was the product of anonymous
postcards for which Mill believed Kahane was responsible. The psychological anamoly, his intense paranoia and pervase
mistrust in those around him, was the result of these postcards, postcards which were indeed facilitating in Mills construction
of a false reality. The anonymous individual responsible for the postcards was directly attributable to Mills reality, hence
those around us the reality which the present, our circumstances which contribute to our perspective, directly, influence
one’s own version of reality.
Reality is fickle and seldom consistent, it is subject to constant manipulation, alteration in its presentation, and the
filtering affect of the individuals subjectivity. Reality itself may be constructed but indeed such a reality is not objective or
impartially so. Such construction and manipulation of reality may be the direct influence of those around us or those who
like Hollywood present a version of reality. In essence however our version of reality is the product of our subjectivity.
Word count: 916

Assessor comments






Some interesting ideas about reality.
There is repetition of the ideas.
Very good use and development of text to support ideas about the Context.
Deals with the prompt indirectly.
Reasonably fluent, although there are some issues with spelling and, more particularly,
punctuation.
 Demonstrates a strong understanding of the breadth of the ideas associated with the context
and clearly links this with the prompt – strong, intelligent opening.
 The use of the text is both broad and conceptual, and uses specific detail.
This student was likely to have received a mark between a B+ and A for this text
response.
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SAMPLE 4: The following student
example is a mid-range response.
Text type: EXPOSITORY

Context 4 – Exploring issues of identity and
belonging
‘Having a sense of being different makes it difficult to belong.’

It is human nature to want to belong. Each of us feels safer, protected and at ease if we feel as though we can identify with
others belong somewhere. In a world where there are over 6 billion people and every single one of them is different there is no
concrete group to which we can belong. It is our own choice whether we find it difficult to belong. We can accept who we are, or
we can try to change ourselves in an attempt to feel as though we belong.
In the movie ‘Witness’ John Book a policeman in Philadelphia finds it extremely difficult at first to find a sense of
belonging in the Amish community of Lancaster. His view and experiences of the outside world are an indicator of the difficulties
he experiences in an environment in which he doesn’t ultimately belong. His values, beliefs and morals are in stark contrast to
those which are upheld in the Amish community. Book does become increasingly accepted but he never can truly belong because
of his inevitable return to mainstream society. Book’s experience in the Amish community demonstrate that it it difficult to belong
if you are put in an extreme environment that you are unfamiliar with. But it also demonstrates that there are endless connections
within different groups that enable you to find familiar territory and a sense of belonging.
In society countless numbers of people change their views, appearance, desires and beliefs to try and gain a sense of
belongs that they feel is eluding them. It is this human desire to belong that motivates the insecure to change who they are. They
clearly find it too difficult to belong when they have a more defined sense of identity in comparisons to those who they wish to
identify with. A strong sense of identity can often lead to a sense of independence or exclusion, but this is not always the case.
Rachel Lapp, member of the Amish community is in countless aspects different from those in mainstream society. Evidently,
Rachel does not find it impossible to belong her or find someone she can relate to. Her self-confidence is ever present in her
opinion of those around her. While obviously more confident in her own environment she does not find it difficult to belong in a
contrasting scenery. Potentially it is the identity, the power and confidence in one’s own individual identity, that directly
corresponds with the amount of difficulty felt when assessing whether or not one feels as though they belong.
If an individual finds it difficult to belong because of their differences then it is likely that the difficulty experienced will
be repeated. Throughout a lifetime you will never encounter someone who posses a similar personality, but not in all aspects. Thus,
it will be difficult to ever experience a completely solid sense of belonging. If being similar and having a similar identity to those
you associate with is crucial to your level of comfort then inconsistency is guaranteed. Forever it will be difficult to feel as through
you totally belong.
Evidently in ‘Witness’ different values, morals and beliefs make it difficult to belong. Even in John Book’s more
comfortable mainstream society. Book’s work partners make it increasingly difficult for him to associate with them because of
their involvement in drug trafficking. His sense of different morals, values and beliefs makes it impossible for him to identify with
them because of the severity of the level of disagreement. This demonstrates that while it is possible to associate with many
different people, and gain a sense of belong, if such essential aspects of our identity are being questions, our beliefs, values and
morals, then it is difficult to gain any sense of belong.
People find it difficult to identify with others in many situations, and while they may not be able to identify because of
differences this is not necessarily the main reason. Even though an individual is different, it is their sense of identity that
conclusively makes it challenging to belong. It is the differences in identity that are difficult to bridge which is far greater than any
sense of difference. The contrast is that while feeling uncertain and insecure may make us feel isolated, a strong sense of identity
leaves us feeling to a degree superior. This is crucial when exploring our level of difficulty when assessing our degree of
belonging.
Each individual feels as though they are different to those around them in one way or another. Bu t it is our strength and
self-confidence in our own identity that is critically important when assessing whether or not it is our differences that make it
difficult for us to belong.

Assessor comments






The opening sets out an insight and creates a direction that is not just a simplistic
agreement.
The text is used extensively, but this is not just reporting of plot. The selected detail is
used evidentially to support a conceptual discussion of the Context.
A comprehensive discussion, which is coherent and confident.
Shows thoughtful reflection on the Context and text.
The complexity of ideas, and associated vocabulary, of the very top range pieces is not seen
here.
This student was likely to have received a mark between a C+ and B for this text response.
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Your own writing practice: Improving mid-range responses
Even though four essays have been provided as part of this
lesson’s exam revision on the Writing in Context section,
you probably only need to read through carefully the
context you have been studying.
Read through the relevant essay again. Then you need to
consider the following questions and complete these tasks:

Questions
1. (a) Is it a mid-range or upper-range response?
(b) If it is a mid-range response, provide a few dot points below on what could have been included or amended to
have helped the student receive a better grade; OR If is an upper-range response, what type of writing form is
the essay and has the student been able to write to this text type effectively? Explain briefly how.

2. Remaining on the essay that is related to your Context: Do you think this student has been able to write
effectively about the prompt? Do you have a better understanding of the prompt after reading this essay? Explain
your response in detail to show you understand the demands of the task.

3. (a) Remaining on the essay that is related to your Context: Has the student incorporated more than one
studied text in the essay?
(b) If so, has the student been effective in incorporating more than one text in their essay as well as discussing the
prompt effectively? Describe your thoughts in detail and hopefully you will gain tips on how to do the same in your own
writing.

Practice exam planning and text response writing

You should NOW have a go at writing your own Writing in Context task.
(a) Read over your PROMPT carefully.
(b) PLAN this essay (choose one of the real life 2010 VCAA English exam questions on pages 5-6 of this worksheet).
Ensure your plan includes reference to the text(s) you have studied and EXPLICITLY relates to the prompt.
(c) WRITE this essay. For best practice, completing the PLANNING, WRITING and PROOFREADING/CHECKING
OVER in an hour (to replicate exam conditions).
(d) Once completed, present to your tutor who will assess according to the exam criteria below:
13
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If you run out of room here, continue in your notebooks.

Section B – Writing in Context (Creating and presenting)





understanding and effective exploration of the ideas and/or arguments relevant to the prompt/stimulus material
effective use of detail and ideas drawn from the selected text as appropriate to the task
development in the writing of a coherent and effective structure in response to the task, showing an
understanding of the relationship between purpose, form, language and audience controlled use of language
appropriate to the purpose, form and audience

Task (1): Planning Writing in Context piece
Context:
Prompt:
Chosen text type (circle):

expository

/

imaginative /

Planning space:

Writing in Context piece:
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Exam revision: Trial exams
In this second last NQT VCE English lesson of the year, we will be looking at the final
portion of the exam: Using Language to Persuade and sample examiners’ comments as
well as sample exam responses. Also included in today’s lesson is an exam revision
checklist.
Over these next two final lessons of the year, you will also be provided with trial
exams to complete. These lessons are mainly dedicated to YOU asking YOUR TUTOR of
any questions / areas you would like particular help with in your English exam revision.
USE THIS TIME WISELY and most of all, BEST OF LUCK IN YOUR EXAM!

Final Assessors’ Report: Section C – Using Language to Persuade
As you would have noticed over the past two lessons, we have looked closely at the first two sections of the English
exam; Section A: Text Response and Section B: Writing in Context and whilst reading through sample responses ad well as
valuable examiners’ advice. You should read through these again as part of your exam revision to know what exactly
examiners ARE and AREN’T looking for in the exams. We will complete our series by examining assessors’
comments in depth by looking at Section C – Using Language to Persuade.

2013 VCAA English exam issue: “Getting our future back on the rails – slowly”
Source: VCAA VCE 2013 English examination

CRITERIA FOR Section C – Analysis of language use (Using language to persuade)




understanding of the ideas and points of view presented
analysis of ways in which language and visual features are used to present a point of view and to persuade readers
controlled and effective use of language appropriate to the task

TASK
How does the writer use written and visual language to attempt to persuade readers to share his point of
view?
On the following page is the text replicated from the 2013 VCAA VCE English exam that was focus of the issues
analysis undertaken by students who sat the exam. You would have completed your own issues analysis as practice of
this issue a few weeks ago as part of your own exam revision. The text (which was in the form of a speech) has been
provided to refresh your memory of the issue and to give you context into the assessors’ comments that follow.

Background information
A community has been discussing possible future uses for an area of land that has not been used since the
closure of a railway line. The local city council owns the land and is considering proposals for its use. The
Grow Slow Garden Group has proposed that the land be used for the establishment of a community garden.
The leader of the Grow Slow Garden Group has produced a newsletter, as shown on the following two pages.
Before the council’s decision is made, this newsletter will be distributed to every household in the local area.
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2013 VCAA English exam issue:
“Getting our future back on the rails – slowly”
As just about everyone knows, the Council is about to decide what to do with the abandoned railway yards to the east
of our central business area, land that is currently good only for rats, snakes and those few antisocial citizens who think
it’s acceptable to dump rubbish illegally. Soon, the shouting will be over. We hope the Council will decide in favour of a
community garden, and we’ll all be able to get behind the project and get it moving.
Everyone has had the chance to put forward ideas, including those who wanted the land fenced and concreted over
and used for skateboarding or for yet another car park. But there has been a lot of misinformation and misguided
comment, so this newsletter is to clear the air and set the record straight.
Some people who objected to the proposed garden seem to think the idea comes from a radical group of
environmentalists. Grow Slow are proud to be contributing to a greener Australia, but there’s nothing extreme about
us. In fact it’s high time the Council took notice of international trends and gave the community the go-ahead to
transform this shockingly neglected wasteland into fresh, natural land.
This is a forward-thinking Council and it has the chance to bring us up to date with the rest of the world. City farms and
cooperative, shared garden allotments are common in other countries. And they can be surprisingly productive. It
might sound like a hobby but these small gardens provide a lot more than just recreational activity. It’s estimated that
the number of people who eat food grown in urban farms or community gardens is in the hundreds of millions across
the globe.
There are some who think the idea is all just a passing
fashion and that the new garden will soon become ugly and
overgrown, and won’t be maintained properly. They should
take a look again a few years from now. It’s amazing what we
can achieve when we work together and support each other.
The community gardening movement is no passing fashion.
During the Second World War everyone in Britain was urged
to ‘Dig for Victory’ by growing vegetables in every bit of
spare land. Backyards and nature strips were dug up in the
struggle to keep families fed. In the crisis of war, people
suddenly understood how vulnerable a society is if we have
forgotten or never learned how to produce our own food.
Many of those same community gardens are still there. The
Queen herself has converted some land at Buckingham
Palace into a food garden, just as veggies were grown there
in her childhood, during the war. And in America the First
Lady has started growing food in the grounds of the White
House. Now we are facing a different sort of crisis. It is pretty
obvious that vegetables that arrive on your family’s table by
the ‘slow’ method, grown from seed in your own local
garden, are going to be better for your health, but what
some people don’t see is that when we grow our own fresh
food it is much less likely to be tossed out. When you’ve
3
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grown it yourself, you value it. If there’s too much to eat, you don’t throw it out: you share it with others. So everybody
benefits.
People are used to making many trips in their many cars to pick up processed and packaged food. They are used to
hopping into their cars to get takeaway food for their families too. Not only are these car trips bad for the environment
but convenience food carries a hidden price tag because a lot of it is wasted and ends up in landfill, adding to
environmental damage.

This is unsustainable. It’s time we started to grow and use fresh food in a way that will benefit our planet, as well as
ourselves. And let’s not forget the many other benefits to be gained from the activity of gardening. Primary schools
across our state are establishing food gardens because it’s a great way for children to learn.
Most of us can remember our Dad or Grandpa showing us how to put seeds in the earth and water them in. We might
remember the satisfaction of the first harvest. Our kids spend far too much time indoors and nothing could be healthier
for them than doing some physical work in the fresh air, learning something that might even help them and their
neighbourhoods survive a food shortage one day. And they’ll get to know their neighbours. Community gardening is
for everyone, not just those few individuals who enjoy a certain activity. There are no barriers. There is always plenty to
share and nothing says ‘friendship’ like a gift of homegrown fresh food.
We urge the Council to take the visionary step of voting for the garden. To you, the community, we say join in! Tell the
Council you support the idea and help us make this a success. Opportunities like this don’t come along often. It is a rare
chance for all of us to get together and work towards a common goal, to ‘Dig for Victory’ again – this time for a
healthier future, for ourselves, our children and our planet.
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General comments from the 2013 VCAA Assessors’ Report
These are comments from examiners based on what students wrote in the exam in 2013. They include tips on what
you can do to gain high marks and what to avoid. Referring to these notes is very useful in giving you an edge on what
you can do in your own exam! Tutors should read through this section CAREFULLY with their students
and is continued on the next page.
Some critical advice from the examiners about how to approach the Using
Language to Persuade portion of the exam:
 Work on analysis throughout the year.
 Use a wide range of persuasive texts.
 Focus on the language.
 Avoid technique identification and explore how language is being used to persuade.
 Focus on the tone why it is being used and how it may change throughout a piece.
 Explore how a visual adds to the persuasiveness of a piece.
 Work on incorporating visuals fluently into the response.

What examiners saw in the Using Language To Persuade portion of the exam:
Point 1: Examiners advise students look at the persuasive text as a WHOLE
“Most students showed good comprehension of the material and were able to understand its intention. A holistic approach
to the material was required; students who attempted to work laboriously through every sentence found the task difficult.
Students needed to choose which parts of the material they would use to explore the way in which language was being
used.”
“The more successful responses included insightful and sophisticated analysis. Weaker responses showed an
understanding of the task but tended to be generalised and lacked depth. Some responses were just simple summaries or
lists of the techniques used, with little development. These pieces did not score well as they did not fulfil the task.”

Point 2: Examiners recommend reading the BACKGROUND INFORMATION to
give you an understanding of the issue’s context
“The context of any piece of writing is crucial to understanding how language is being used. Thoughtful responses
understood that the audience consisted of participants in the conference and that they had come from a number of different
countries around the world. Some students did not consider the audience carefully enough in this respect.”
“An important feature of the ‘Background information’ given on the examination was the clearly nominated purpose of the
conference, and important insights were offered that underpinned everything Chris Lee spoke about. Students who did not
understand and articulate the basis of the material found it more difficult to contextualise their analysis. The more astute
responses were aware of the nature of a presentation that was about reviewing progress already made and looking forward
with plans for biodiversity.”

Point 3: Ensure you refer to and analyse & images / visual language used in the
persuasive text.
“It is worth noting that many students who struggled in analysing the language were still able to make insightful
comments about the images. It was evident that most students understand the implications of a visual but some were not
able to transfer that knowledge to language. The following is a successful analysis of one of the visuals.”
“Many students treated images separately from text, and only the very good responses drew the visual into analysis of the
written material. It is important that the connection between the passage and visuals is understood and explored. In this
case the visuals were the opening and closing slides to the presentation and the context was important in analysing how
these slides contributed to the persuasiveness of the presentation.”
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The following is a real student’s response taken from the VCAA 2013 Exam:
However, take note that any spelling errors are taken from the original text. Read through this carefully with your tutor
and your class alongside the assessors’ comments. They will give you an insight into what examiners are looking for
and what grades students are achieving with different levels of writing.
The following is an example of a high-level / upper-range response.
In reference to the recent discussion about the future uses of an unused area of land previously home to a railway line. The
Grow Slow Garden Group advocates for the establishment of a community garden, promoting a ‘greener Australia’. In the
local newsletter, distributed to households in the surrounding area, the Grow Slow Garden Group strongly contends that a
community garden is both innovative, productive and healthy and hence should be favoured over other plans and projects
including a skateboard ramp and carpark.
Addressing fellow members of the community, the group appeals to the reader’s sense of unity and patriotism to urge
everyone to work together when faced with the issue of the proposed land use. Starting the piece with ‘as just about
everyone knows’, the Grow Slow Garden Group uses a very personal and relatable tone to draw their readers to view the
proposal as a group and community effort. There is a shift in the tone of the piece as the group encourages their critics
who view them as a ‘radical group’ to change their opinions and see them as a sincere, responsible and ‘proud’
environmental group instead, whose only goal is to help the community. The juxtaposition between the words ‘extreme’
as they have been labeled with the powerful use of ‘proud’ positions readers who have objected to their group and their
proposal to feel ashamed and more inclined to support their fellow community members as well as the rest of Australia,
appealing to the readers’ sense of patriotism. This notion of unity if further enhanced by the reference to the ‘second
world war’ in which British citizens had to work together in order to ‘feed their families’. Appealing to the older generation
who may have children the image of the war poster arouses the readers’ sense of patriotism as well as strikes their hearts
due to the smiling faces of the children in the background. The words ‘for their sake’, encourages parents to protect their
children and their futures, showing them that a community garden can both protect their children and be beneficial
towards them if they ‘grow [their] own vegetables’. The depiction of the boot and shovel also arouse feelings of hard work
and effort, which may make readers feel the need to support and stand up for their community and implement the
proposal of the community garden.
Moving away from the notion of parental responsibility, the group argues that there is a ‘crisis’ at hand involving all
members of the community, especially taxpayers. The use of the word ‘crisis’ has negative connotations of disaster and
chaos, evoking feelings of unease and unrest within readers who may face problems if the issue of the unused area of land
remains unresolved. Appealing to families who have to feed their families as well as couple and other tax-paying members
of the community, the group highlights the issue of packaged frozen and take away being consumed which costs the state
‘millions’ of dollars. The consumption of these sorts of foods has led to an overwhelming cost reaching over 350 million
dollars as shown in the graph. The easy-to-read visual with the graph that has a scale of ‘millions 4’ may shock readers
who are unaware of the ‘hidden price tag’, alarming them and dissuading them from eating parched, takeaway foods. The
price tag is also shown on an image of a shopping trolley, further dissuading readers. Hence, the ‘fresh food’ that is ‘less
likely to be tossed out for grown from community gardens is more sustainable alternative to unhealthy and wasteful foods
and readers feel more inclined to support the community garden and their products. As well as this, the council is also
urged to establish a garden which will reduce their spending costs.
Using a familiar and warm tone, the adults in the readership are drawn also to the authors’ relatable anecdotes which
promote health and education for children. The sense of community is once again aroused as the Grow Slow Garden
Group positions themselves with their readers using ‘most of us’ and referring to our loved ones (‘our Dad or Grandpa’).
These feelings of care and affection that can be seen from putting ‘seeds in the earth’ position readers to feel that a
community garden can provide not only resourcefully but also gives us warm memories of childhood and our families. The
notion that the community garden has ‘no barriers’ elicits a sense of acceptance and unity amongst the community who
are then urged to allow their children to do ‘physical work in the fresh air’ and ‘get to know their neighbors’. These actions
induce positivity and are both beneficial to the body and mind, hence both parents gain the readership and members of
the council are encouraged to accept the discussed proposal of the implementation of a community garden.
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Alluding to the readers’ sense of community and togetherness, the Grow Slow Garden group is able to draw their readers
onside to view the establishment of the garden as beneficial, both now and in the future. References to not only the short
term advantages but also the long term, encourages parents, taxpayers, member of council etc in the readership to see
the community garden as a positive and ‘forward thinking’ project, which will be beneficial ‘for ourselves, our children and
our planet’.

Assessor comments


A thorough and controlled piece of writing.



Thoughtful analysis of specific words and phrases and the manner in which they are
used in an attempt to persuade.



There is a suitable balance between the specific analysis and the broader ideas.



Expression is accurate and fluent.



Clear understanding of both the task and the piece itself.

More assessor comments about Section C of the exam….


Most students understood the importance of considering the Background information, which gave
the material a clear context.



Careful reading yielded students numerous and various opportunities to demonstrate their skills of
analysing the ways language was used to persuade. Given the time constraints of an examination,
there is no expectation that all detailed elements can be explored.



Students must make decisions about selecting the parts of the material that allow them to
demonstrate an understanding of the material as a whole, their understanding of the range of ways
in which language positions readers and their skills at analysis. The instructions, however, specifically
stated that there was an expectation that students would deal with the visual material.



All students offered their perspectives on the language use in the presented material, and the best
responses were sophisticated and articulate. There were few examples of labelling, and it was clear
that students understood the nature of this task. This simplistic approach, however, is still present
and students must understand that there is little to be gained by simply identifying ‘techniques’.



It was clear that many teachers emphasise tone. While understanding the tone of a piece and the
potential for it shifting as a piece unfolds shows insight into the piece, it is still only one small aspect
of analysis. Students should be thoughtful about how they describe the tone, and should not simply
pluck words from a memorised list.



Descriptions such as ‘appealing to bandwagon jumping’, ‘appeal to parents’ or ‘appeal to authority’
are generalised comments and, without more detailed exploration, add little to a complex
understanding of the piece. Likewise, some students spent far too much time on a single point at the
expense of offering insights into the breadth of ways the writer used language to persuade.
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TIPS FOR THE VCAA ENGLISH EXAM
How to make the most of the exam’s Reading Time







Carefully read the instructions.
Carefully note any special or important instructions.
If you have multiple choice questions, spend enough time to make decisions and mark those questions. (Especially when it comes
to choosing between a part 1 and a part 2 text response.)
Use your reading time productively. Even without a pen you can begin answering questions by planning the answers in your
head.
To not get stressed and stay calm, try to choose a question in which you know the answer to or think you will do well. Some
students answer the questions they think the examiner will want to read rather than what they are comfortable with.
Think about what you are going to write. As Lady Macbeth said:
This is where you make it right

from the start.

How to approach the Text Response

Read the question at least twice.
Try to identify the issue(s) involved.
The wording of the question will determine the boundaries of your answer, so make sure you completely understand the
question and what is being looking for in a response.
 If the essay question is divided into a number of small questions, try to separate the different issues relevant to each part of the
question. It is your job to answer the whole question, not just part of it.
 Two pages are the minimum size of an average essay answer.
 DO NOT re-write the question on the answer sheet, but make sure you properly mark the correct number of the question on
all pages.
Do not use liquid paper/correction fluid. It takes precious time waiting for it to dry. Just put a neat line through your changes and keep writing.
Plan your answer. You will be provided with blank pages on the left hand side in each booklet. Use a brainstorm, mind map or summary of each chapter,
and try to stick to this. It will help your response to flow and look organised.
Make sure you implement all parts of your plan in your response.
Use relevant quotes, to back up your ideas and opinions.
Make sure you have a clear introduction which immediately involves and interests the reader.
Vary sentence and paragraph length.











General Comments
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Do not spend too long on one question. The benefits gained from an excellent answer WILL NOT compensate for omitting a
question or doing a very poor one due to the lack of time.
Always reread the question, after you think you have finished.
During the writing of an answer always refer back to the question to ensure you keep all writing relevant.
Most answers require several points. Do not concentrate on one point to the exclusion of others.
If additional points come to mind while you are writing, stop and jot them down instantly. Otherwise you are likely to forget them.
DO NOT PANIC! If the examination on a particular question is tough for you, it is probably tough for most other people too.
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TIPS FOR THE VCAA ENGLISH EXAM (continued)
WHAT NOT TO DO: Irrelevancy is a major fault every year.







You must select from your total knowledge if you only use a small amount of what you know, you will score nothing for irrelevant material even if it is
accurate or true.
try to be a show off: sometimes the words you use or the knowledge you use can be unnecessary.
Answer the question: do not just say all you know about a particular character or theme. What you say may be irrelevant.
Make sure you fully understand the question before selecting it. Imagining a question of your own, or adapting an existing question to one that you find
easier to answer is not appropriate in an exam situation.
Practice writing essays as often as you can. The more practise you do the more able you will be to tackle any question.
Do not be afraid of not being able to write enough. Quality always outweighs quantity

WHAT TO DO: Organisation is the key.
O
R
G
A
N
I
S
A
T
I
O
N

riginality

Preparing for the Exam

esearch material: Read as much as you can on the subject



ather information, opinions and past examples



ssessment criteria know what you will be assessed on
ever say, “That’s near enough!”
nvolve your family and friends in your school work
programme
crupulously check and re-check your written work






your books; you should be writing, underlining and taking notes. Writing
things down usually helps you to remember.

ssistance, seek it well before the deadline
ake time to seek your teachers advice and heed it
nvest time in careful and thorough planning
verview and know the task, and its criteria, thoroughly
ext year depends on this year.

Develop a study technique which best suits you ask your teacher for
guidance.
Listen carefully to the teacher and other students especially during revision
sessions.
Take notes in class.
Have one place where you will do all of your study. Keep your workstation
clean.
Try to study in 40 - 50 minute blocks and then take a break.

IMPORTANT:





Remember that every one fails at times.
Learn from failures. Make your failures stepping stones to future success.
Have a proactive, not a reactive attitude to failure.
Teachers criticise in order to help you; learn to accept criticism and act upon
it.

Over the following pages, you will see the VCAA English exam cover sheet and instructions. This is provided by VCAA to
teachers and students so they know what to prepare for and how much weighting each exam section is given. Have a look
through.
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What the VCAA English exam will look like (cover pages)
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